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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the uniquely American epidemic of gun violence – 
specifically mass shootings – currently occurring in schools. The author 
believes that regardless of the cause, a new approach needs to be taken for risk 
mitigation and prevention within the current context. The recommendations 
include suggestions for how students can work together with their teachers 
and administrators to help prevent school shootings. 

 

America is on track to set a horrific new record. While mass shootings in schools 
during the entirety of the 20th Century took the lives of fifty-five people, sixty-six 
adolescents and adults have been killed in the mere 18 years since the turn of the 21st 
Century.1 If shootings continue at the same rate, without further escalation, more people 
will be killed by mass shootings in schools during this century than the total wounded 
during shootings in the 1900s. Media outlets, government officials, and various online 
communities are fond of attributing this rise to a myriad of causes; most recently, a 
Representative from Tennessee declared that pornography is the source of gun violence in 
schools, without any clear explanation of how it contributes.2 Regardless of what is 
considered the root cause of these attacks, it is clear that a new approach must be taken to 
prevent and mitigate the risks posed by school shootings. Flipping the traditional 
emergency operations planning process on end, and empowering students to take the lead 
in preparing for an emergency, may be the coming generation’s best chance for survival.  

Introducing the concept of an emergency situation to students is one that needs to 
be handled carefully. A balance must be struck in order to make children aware and 
prepared for risks without scaring them and causing emotional damage.3 The numbers 
show that children under 14 are most likely to be attacked by an adult who has gained 
access to their school campus,4 as was the case in the devastating Sandy Hook Elementary 
School shootings in 2012. Accordingly, young students are most likely to be drilled in 
lockdown procedures, learning how to be silent and hide, closely following their teacher’s 
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instructions, as early as ages four or five.5 This is arguably the most we can expect of such a 
young age group.  

What, however, could be done differently once the switch flips in middle school and 
it becomes twice as likely that a shooter will be another student rather than an adult?6 The 
current guide regarding preparation of Emergency Plans in schools highlights the need for 
superintendents and first responders to create the plans for prevention, protection, 
itigation, response, and recovery, with student and parent advisors mentioned only briefly 
as a part of the planning team.7 It is interesting to note that this guide is produced not by 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the agency tasked with building a culture of 
resiliency in the U.S., but by the Department of Education. All of the suggestions regarding 
active shooter situations focus on responding to known threats, response during a crisis, 
and how to help the community recover following an event. Prevention is defined as “the 
capabilities necessary to avoid, deter, or stop an imminent crime or threatened or actual 
mass casualty incident.”8 

If the aftermath of the brutal school shootings in Parkland, Florida, in February of 
2018 has shown America one thing, it is that the coming generation is prepared to do more 
than stand idly by and let the world fall apart around them. The survivors from Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School have been afforded a platform and started a movement that 
surpasses that of all previous tragedies.9 Their resilience is reshaping how our nation views 
the voice of youth, and the planning for emergency operations needs to shift to reflect that 
change.  

The basic structure necessary to make this change is already present. The business 
world has already created a solid framework for Enterprise Risk Management ERM , 
consisting of risk identification, assessment, prioritization and planning, and monitoring.10 
Analogous phases are laid out in the Department of Education guide but with less 
simplicity; the plan calls for forming a collaborative planning team, understanding the 
situation risk assessment , determining goals and objectives prioritization , plan 
development planning , plan preparation, review, and approval planning again , and 
implementation and maintenance monitoring .11 ERM also calls for comprehensive buy-in 
from all levels in order for risk management plans to succeed.12 This is the part that 
emergency planning at the school level currently lacks; there is already buy-in from the 
senior governing level the superintendents and emergency management officials , but 
there is no emphasis placed on empowering students to be active participants in the 
planning process and, most crucially, in the risk identification process.  

Three of the unifying traits historically associated with attackers are that they 
displayed concerning behaviors prior to their attack, had demonstrated issues dealing with 
loss or failure, and that they felt injured or bullied by their peers.13 These are all indicators 
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that fellow students are likely to recognize in their peers long before teachers and 
administrators might perceive them. And students, once they hit middle school, can no 
longer be sheltered from the reasons they practice lockdown and evacuation drills in their 
schools. They know, with certainty, that there are risks inherent with attending school 
every day, as barely a week goes by without reports of another school shooting. So how can 
students work together with their teachers and administrators to help prevent school 
shootings?  

Let us begin by looking at risk assessment. One way for students to more fully 
participate, in a zero-tolerance setting, would be by informing upon their fellow students 
who they perceive as potential threats. Following a deadly shooting in Santa Fe, Texas 
Governor Greg Abbott has called for the adoption of the Telemedicine Wellness, 
Intervention, Triage, and Referral TWITR  Project statewide.14 Over the past four years, 
41,807 students have been analyzed by the TWITR Project, 215 of which were identified as 
at-risk candidates; many of these were sent preemptively to juvenile detention centers, 
while others were sent to alternative high schools or put into inpatient care for mental 
health treatment.15 This zero-tolerance approach to a perceived threat can be permanently 
damaging to youths, many of whom have committed no crimes, starting them down a 
spiraling path to incarceration and intolerance.16 If students were encouraged to actively 
partake in this model, it might lead to a community rife with distrust and suspicion, one 
that is hardly conducive to education and growth. 

A preferable alternative to increase risk assessment would be to adopt a support 
system for all students early on that could mitigate the potential for the underlying 
resentment and rage that often leads to school shootings. The Office of Special Education 
Program’s Technical Assistance Center has put together extensive resources to help 
educators implement Schoolwide Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports SW-PBIS , 
giving teachers a framework to encourage citizenship, respect, empathy, and 
understanding in their students.17 While it would be beneficial for these techniques to be 
implemented even earlier, starting an open dialogue once students reach middle school 
about the importance of adopting these attitudes could create an opportunity for long-term 
behavioral change. If students were encouraged to have increased self-awareness of how 
their actions affect others, put into the harsh context of how past shootings have frequently 
been committed by those who felt isolated, it would afford them an opportunity to check 
their own behaviors in relation to their peers. Sugar coating that reality is no longer an 
option in the face of the school shooting epidemic; the days of bullies and mean girls need 
to fade into history.  

Once students are encouraged to have increased awareness of how their behaviors 
can mitigate potential risk, they need to be empowered to be active participants in the 
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prioritization and planning phases of risk management, as well as crisis response. The 
Department of Homeland Security’s official recommendations during an active shooter 
scenario are to first attempt to run, next try to hide, and fight only if absolutely necessary.18 
In contrast, the ALICE Training Institute, one of the preeminent organizations offering in-
school training for faculty and students to prepare for active shooter response, recognizes 
the danger in hiding; students who shelter or hide in place are frequently injured during an 
emergency, while those who make every attempt to distance themselves from an attack are 
often able to escape, especially since there is generally just a single shooter.19 While 
potentially frightening, frank, open, and serious discussions in classrooms between 
students and their teachers about how they would respond to an active shooter situation 
could spell the difference between life and death. Instead of blindly following the 
instructions of an instructor who is likely just as scared as they are, they’ll have a plan in 
mind that they’re able to follow.  

Arguments can be made against this level of planning that open discussion would 
give potential shooters increased knowledge of how their peers would respond in an 
attack, making it easier for them to target their victims. A counter-argument would point 
out that students already know how their peers will react. They’ve been training alongside 
them since elementary school in lockdowns and fire drills. They know where the exits are, 
and where everyone is meant to meet once they’ve exited the building. Once the fire alarm 
was pulled at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High, gunman Nikolas Cruz was able to slip away 
with the rest of the students, hidden in plain sight, and evade capture for a full hour 
following his murderous rampage.20 The students who died on the third floor of the 
besieged building might have been saved had they not attempted to get through locked 
doors and instead raced away from Cruz and toward the exits.21 Cruz having knowledge of 
their planned behavior would have had no effect on that outcome. 

The final place to engage students—implementation and maintenance, or 
monitoring—is perhaps the one where we’ve already seen the most hopeful change. The 
members of iGen graduating this year grew up in both the post-Columbine and post-9/11 
era. The possibility of being shot at school has been a known risk their entire lives, rather 
than an extreme rarity as experienced by older Millennials and GenXers. Implementation 
and monitoring, for them, will likely mean bringing about major change. The #NeverAgain 
movement spurred by Parkland has inspired dozens of other groups of high school 
students nationwide to stand up and be heard, striving to implement change in gun control 
laws.22 They believe that they have the ear of their politicians—and any politician who isn’t 
listening should take notice, as this generation is much more engaged and ready to vote 
than the generations that came before.23 They are ready to vote like their lives depend on it, 
and the lives of future generations.  
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Eliminating the threat of school shootings in America is a goal that will likely take 
multiple lifetimes to achieve. Engaging those most affected by this threat – the children and 
young adults whose lives are constantly at risk – may be one of the most effective ways to 
prevent school shootings from happening. We need to help students have a heightened 
understanding and awareness of what the root causes of many school shootings have been, 
so they can respond with greater empathy to their peers. We need to listen to their ideas on 
how to reduce the impacts of attacks, inviting them to be active participants in preparing 
for emergencies on their campuses rather than passively following directions. Finally, and 
foremost, we need to support them as they find their voices and work to create change in 
our society. Their passion and presence in the democratic process will likely be the only 
thing that can change school shootings from a reality of everyday life to another ugly, but 
closed, chapter in our history books.  
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